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Key Vocabulary 

Bacteria A single-celled microorganism

Microorganism An organism that can only be 
seen using a microscope, e.g. 
bacteria, mould and yeast

Microscope A piece of equipment that is 
used to view very tiny 
(microscopic) things by 
magnifying their appearance.

Species A group of animals that can 
reproduce to produce fertile 
offspring

Microorganisms are viruses, bacteria, moulds 
and yeast. Some animals (dust  mites) and 
plants (phytoplankton) are also 
microorganisms.  
Microorganisms are very tiny living things 
that can only be seen using a microscope. They 
can be found in and on our bodies, in the air, in 
water and on objects around us.
Helpful microorganisms Unhelpful Microorganisms

Bacteria – cheese Bacteria – salmonella is a bacterium that 
can lead to food poisoning

Yeast- Wine Virus – chicken pox and flu are examples of 
viral diseases

Bacteria- Yoghurt Fungi – athlete’s foot 

Yeast – bread dough Bacteria – plaque

Penicillium fungi - antibiotics Fungi - mould
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Key Vocabulary 

offspring The young animal or plant that is

produced by the reproduction of that

species.

inheritance This is when characteristics are passed

on to offspring from their parents.

variations The differences between individuals 

within a species.

characteristics The distinguishing features or qualities

that are specific toa species.

adaptation An adaptation is a trait (or characteristic)

changing to increase a living thing’s

chances ofsurviving and reproducing.

habitat Refers to a specific area or place in which

particular animals and plants can live.

environment An environment contains many habitats

and includes areas where there are both

living and non- living things.
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